People all around the globe choose to own a World Cat because there is nothing these boats can’t handle. Whether it’s the skinniest or the deepest waters, a short trip or a cross-ocean adventure, these boats were made for it. World Cat owners understand that the path less traveled isn’t just a path, it’s a lifestyle. They know what they enjoy doing, they do it well, and they will never settle for a boat that can’t keep up. That’s why they own a World Cat.

2024 Model Line-up Highlights:
• New 260DC-X (Dual Console)
• New Coastal Blue Hull Color
• Integrated Engine Steering Package Options - Yamaha and Mercury
• New Engine Display Electronics
• Upgraded Upholstery on all 23-32 foot Models to the 260CC-X Color Scheme
• New L-Lounge Portside Seating w/ Fishbox on 325DC
• New Lithium/Invertor System on 325DC

Personalized options are available on select models.
A BETTER BOATING EXPERIENCE
BUILD A BOAT THAT’S TRULY YOURS

At World Cat, you get all of that comfort without sacrificing power or performance. We give you more ways to cruise, fish, dive, and explore the water world around you. Your World Cat dealer can help you create your ideal boat, including choosing from one of our five optional hull colors. (Available in full hull color or two-tone color.)

Majorsa Green  Coastal Blue  Arniston Gray  Ice Blue  Annapolis Blue

Shadow packages available on select models.
When it comes to delivering a better boating experience, a World Cat boat beats a monohull two to one. That’s because the catamaran design of a World Cat helps to eliminate the pounding, slapping, and jarring you get from running a monohull boat. Instead, you get a smoother, gentler, more stable ride in virtually any condition.

That means you can enjoy being out on the water longer, going farther, and coming back without the bumps, bruises and physical exhaustion you get with a monohull. But, that’s just the beginning.

Consider some of the key advantages of owning a World Cat:

- A soft ride with high-speed performance
- More stability at rest
- Greater handling in all kinds of seas
- Shallower draft for traveling in ‘skinny’ waters
- Greater load bearing capabilities
- More usable deck space
- Commercial grade dive ladder
- The ability to fish off the side without listing
- Superior get-home capability
- Easier docking and maneuverability
- Greater fuel economy
- Higher resale value
230SD
DESIGNED FOR FAMILY FUN

The 230SD is a boat designed for family fun. It offers you the performance and versatility you need to cruise, dive, entertain – even wakeboard – in comfort. It’s loaded with advanced, family-friendly features and, of course, a smoother, gentler ride that everyone will appreciate. Nothing brings a family together faster than a World Cat 230SD.

LOA: 22' 7"  |  Beam: 8' 6"  |  Fuel Capacity: 89 gal (2 x 44.5 gal)  |  Dry Weight w/ Power (Approx.): 5,200 lbs w/ twin 115’s  |  Hull Draft: 9"
ALL NEW
260DC-X

DRAMATIC STYLING, SMOOTH RIDE AND INNOVATION

The All-New 260DC-X goes beyond optimizing - it revolutionizes the use of space, storage, comfort features, and boating experience for a truly innovative World Cat 26-foot dual console. Innovations include a swivel 45 QT cooler seat with cushion that stows in a locked position under the captain’s helm seat, while also swinging out for a convenient and comfortable starboard side-seat. Designed for either a day of fishing or a family day of cruising, the 260DC-X is the newest versatile World Cat dual console model.

LOA: 25’ 6”
Beam: 9’ 0”
Draft: 14”
Dry Weight w/ Power (Approx.): 7,200 lbs
Max HP Rating: 400 HP (2 x 200 HP)
Fuel Capacity: 180 gal (2 x 90 gal)
Livewell Capacity: 30 gal
Fresh Water Capacity: 10 gal

*Model features and options subject to change, contact your local dealer for more info.
AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER

The 280CC-X offers dramatic styling, superior performance, and the smooth ride you expect from World Cat. Designed exclusively via CAD technology, the 280CC-X features luxurious appointments, generous seating for 11, and the latest technology that together make it your ideal choice for cruising, fishing, snorkeling, diving, exploring and entertaining.

THE ULTIMATE IN SMOOTH, STABLE PERFORMANCE

If you like to fish anytime, anywhere, and in most any weather, the World Cat 295CC is the boat you need. It features our newest, most efficient hull for the ultimate in smooth, stable performance. And, when you’re not fishing, this sleek power catamaran is ideal for offshore day cruises with family and friends. It’s the one boat you need for virtually any boating activity.

VERSATILE ELEGANCE

The 280DC-X combines the unmatched smooth ride of a catamaran with levels of features and versatility that only a dual console design can offer. Following on the breakthrough design of the 280CC-X, this boat loves to run, looks great, and it’s ready to take you and your family on whatever adventures you can cook up!

THE DUAL CONSOLE... ELEVATED

The new 296DC brings you a smoother ride, shallower draft, and greater stability even in rough seas. And, while it’s built for comfort, it delivers plenty of speed. New features include a lower profile hardtop & frame, improved deck spacing, comfortable aft-facing, sidedeck seating with safety handrails, a 25-gallon livewell located in the port seat box and a 125-quart fish box located in the starboard seat box, updated dash and switch panel, USB outlets, and courtesy lighting in the bow. No matter what your watersports pleasure, this boat will deliver and then some.
**325CC**

VERSATILE OFFSHORE PERFORMANCE

The 325CC showcases numerous enhancements and improved aesthetics, such as available Shadow Series option with multiple exciting elements, a transom reinforcement for higher HP rating; removable port and starboard YETI coolers with seat cushion in cockpit, coaming pad bolster and a transom storage tubs with acrylic lid. A USB charger and two additional cup holders both port and starboard on the gunwale cap can be found in the bow. This model provides unmatched performance with offshore range all on a stable, proven catamaran platform.

**400CC-X**

CHANGING HOW YOU OFFSHORE

The World Cat 400CC-X, the center console sister flagship to our 400DC-X dual console, is truly a revolutionary model. This game changing center console is the most stunning boat in its class. Luxurious appointments, abundant storage, and unmatched catamaran performance. Learn more about this exciting addition to our fleet below.

**325DC**

COMFORT & LUXURY. VERSATILITY & RUGGEDNESS

Comfort and luxury. Versatility and ruggedness. A spacious yacht for your family, and a high-performance sport boat for you. The 325DC offers it all – with style. With rakish lines and an attention to detail, the 325DC is designed to look good while bringing you years of fun and dependable service. And, since it is a World Cat, you can count on a smoother, better ride in virtually any conditions.

**400DC-X**

LUXURY & PERFORMANCE. TAILORED TO YOU.

The World Cat 400DC-X, our flagship dual console, is a revolutionary model. This game changing dual console is the most stunning boat in its class. Luxurious appointments, abundant storage, and unmatched catamaran performance. Learn more about this exciting addition to our fleet below.